I describe a relation (mostly conjectural) between the Seiberg-Witten monopoles, Fueter sections, and G 2 instantons. In the last part of this article I gathered some open questions connected with this relation.
Introduction
By a celebrated result of Berger [Ber55] , the holonomy group of a simply connected irreducible nonsymmetric Riemannian manifold is one of the following: SO(n), U(n), SU(n), Sp(n), Sp(n)Sp(1), G 2 , and Spin(7).
Manifolds with holonomies in SU(n), Sp(n), G 2 , or Spin(7) are distinguished by the fact that these admit non-trivial covariantly constant spinors [Wan89] . This is intimately related to the concept of supersymmetry and therefore manifolds with these holonomy groups are particularly important in physics. Manifolds with holonomies in SU(n) and Sp(n) are Kähler and therefore amenable to methods of complex geometry. The last two groups -the exceptional holonomy groups -are related to the algebra of octonions and can occur only in dimensions 7 and 8 respectively. In this article I focus on G 2 manifolds although much of what appears below has analogues in the setting of Spin(7) manifolds. A reader interested in special holonomy and in particular exceptional groups is encouraged to consult [Sal03, Bry87, Joy07, Sal89] .
The existence of manifolds with exceptional holonomies was established much later after Berger's discovery [Bry87, BS89, Joy96a, Joy96b] . The twisted connected sum construction [Kov03] and its refinement [CHNP15] turned out to be very efficient in constructing compact G 2 manifolds. Moreover, it is likely that there are many 7-manifolds with disconnected moduli space of G 2 metrics. At present, only a few examples are known [CGN15] . Higher dimensional gauge theory pioneered in [DT98] may be a useful tool in studies of the moduli spaces of metrics with exceptional holonomies.
Although one can define G 2 as the automorphism group of the octonion algebra, in the setting of Riemannian geometry another definition is usually more convenient. Namely, we define G 2 as the stabilizer group in GL(7; R) of a generic 3-form, which can be chosen for example as
Here R , and (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) are coordinates on R
3
. It turns out that in fact G 2 ⊂ SO(7), in particular G 2 is compact. Since the orbit of ϕ 0 is open in Λ 3 (R 7 ) * , we have dim G 2 = dim GL(7; R) − dim Λ 3 (R 7 ) * = 14. These facts can be found for instance in [Bry87, BS89] . Given any subgroup G ⊂ SO(n) we obtain a splitting of Lie(SO(n)) = so(n) as a direct sum of vector spaces: g ⊕ g ⊥ . Here g is the Lie algebra of G. This means that if the holonomy group of a Riemannian n-manifold reduces to a subgroup, then the bundle of two forms splits. In the case of a seven-manifold Y with holonomy group G 2 we have
* Y , where the subscript indicates the rank of the corresponding subbundle. Denote by
T * Y the corresponding projection. Let A be a connection on a principal bundle over Y with the curvature F A . Then A is called a G 2 instanton, if π 7 (F A ) = 0. It turns out that G 2 instantons have a lot in common with flat connections over three-manifolds. For example, both G 2 instantons and flat connections over three-manifolds are critical points of Chern-Simons-type functionals. Following this analogy it is tempting to define a Casson-type invariant of compact G 2 manifolds by counting G 2 instantons in a suitable sense. This idea has been suggested in [DT98] and later some details were worked out in [DS11] .
One of the central problems of the above approach is the non-compactness of the moduli space of G 2 instantons. Even though a substantial progress in understanding the Uhlenbecktype compactification has been made [Pri83,Nak88,Tia00], some fundamental problems remain open.
It is expected that a compactification of the moduli space of G 2 instantons can be constructed by adding certain "ideal instantons". One of the ingredients of ideal instantons [DS11, Hay12] are Fueter sections, which are closely related to a generalization of the Seiberg-Witten equations [Tau99] . Hence, one may expect that there could be a relation between G 2 instantons and the Seiberg-Witten monopoles.
Let me explain briefly what such a relation might be useful for (somewhat more details are given at the end of Section 5). As it was observed in [DS11] , the naïve count of G 2 instantons on a compact G 2 manifold can not produce a deformation-invariant number but rather this number will jump in a finite number of points as one changes the G 2 metric in a one parameter family. The jumps are closely related to degenerations of G 2 instantons to Fueter sections supported on certain associative submanifolds. Since Fueter sections also appear as degenerations of the Seiberg-Witten monopoles, one may hope that by counting G 2 instantons together with the Seiberg-Witten monopoles on associative submanifolds the mutual degenerations will cancel in pairs. How close this picture is to the reality, if at all, remains for the future studies.
This article is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 I describe briefly a relation between the Seiberg-Witten equations and Fueter sections in dimension three. In Section 4 I give some details on the relation between G 2 instantons and Fueter sections. A conjectural qualitative picture of a relation between G 2 instantons and the Seiberg-Witten monopoles is outlined in Section 5. The last section of this article is devoted to some open questions related to the material of the preceding sections.
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Fueter maps and generalized Seiberg-Witten equations
To keep the exposition clear, in this section I restrict myself to the case of R 3 as a background three-manifold. All constructions and statements appearing below can be generalized to arbitrary oriented Riemannnian three-manifolds. Moreover, there are also corresponding gen-eralizations for oriented Riemannian four-manifolds. Some details can be found for example in [Hay15] .
Let (M, I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ) be an almost hypercomplex manifold, i.e., (I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ) is a triple of complex structures satisfying the quaternionic relations. We say that a map u : R 3 → M is Fueter if
where (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) are coordinates on R
3
. For example, if M = H, then u is a harmonic spinor on R
. To obtain a gauged version of (1), we require that M is hyperKähler. Assume also that a Lie group G acts on M preserving its hyperKähler structure and denote by K ξ the Killing vector field corresponding to ξ ∈ g = Lie(G):
exp(tξ) · m. Moreover, we assume that there is a hyperKähler moment map µ :
, where g is identified with g * via a fixed ad-invariant scalar product.
Given a ∈ Ω 1 (R 3 ; g), which should be thought of as a connection on the product G-bundle, and a map u ∈ C ∞ (R 3 ; M) we define its covariant derivative by
. Then the generalized Seiberg-Witten equations corresponding to (M, G) read:
Notice that in the second equation the identification
) is used. For example, the choice (M, G) = (H, U(1)) yields the classical Seiberg-Witten equations. Choosing (M, G) = (H n , U(1)), where U(1) acts componentwise, one clearly obtains a generalization of the classical Seiberg-Witten equations involving n spinors instead of 1. These equations are studied in [HW15] and are also discussed in the next section in some detail. Generalized Seiberg-Witten equations with an infinite dimensional target space are studied in [Hay12] , see also Section 4. Other examples can be found in [Hay15] .
A link between solutions of generalized Seiberg-Witten equations and Fueter maps can be constructed as follows [Hay12] . Let (a ε , u ε ) be a solution of
where ε ∈ (0, 1] is a parameter. Assume that there exists a sequence ε i converging to 0 such that the corresponding sequence of solutions (a ε i , u ε i ) converges to some limit (a 0 , u 0 ) in an appropriate functional space. Then we obtain
is a regular value of the momentum map µ and G acts freely on This result provides a basis for links between different gauge-theoretic problems. Some details are given in Section 4. In some sense, this is an analogue of the relation between symplectic vortices and pseudoholomorphic curves [CGMS02, Sect. 2.4].
To explain a mechanism leading to the appearance of the small parameter ε, assume that the target space M is a quaternion-Hermitian vector space and the moment map is homogeneous of degree two. Suppose there is a sequence of solutions (a i , u i ) such that the sequence
i . This is intimately related to the compactness problem for the moduli space of generalized Seiberg-Witten monopoles as it is described in the next section.
Consider the following example: G is an arbitrary compact Lie group and M = g ⊗ H.
A simple computation shows that in this case solutions of (2) can be interpreted as flat stable
In particular, for G = SO(3) we obtain flat stable PSL(2, C)-connections. The compactness property of the corresponding moduli space was studied in [Tau13b, Tau15] . Roughly speaking, for this particular choice of (M, G) Taubes shows that any sequence (a i , u i , ε i ) of solutions of (3) with ε i → 0 and u i L 2 = 1 has a convergent subsequence in a suitable sense. Hence, it is not that surprising that the methods pioneered in [Tau13b] are also applicable in other instances of generalized Seiberg-Witten equations. This has been already confirmed in a number of cases [Tau13a, HW15, Tau16, Tau17].
Remark 6. Equations (7) make sense on any three-manifold provided M admits a permuting action of Sp(1) [Tau99] . This permuting action descends to the hyperKähler quotient M 0 so that Fueter sections with values in M 0 also make sense on any three-manifold. In this case, however, one should consider sections of an appropriate bundle rather than just maps into M 0 . More details on this can be found in [Hay08] .
Compactness of the moduli space of the Seiberg-Witten monopoles with multiple spinors
In this section M is always assumed to be a vector space so that there is no need to restrict to the flat space as the background three-manifold. Thus, assume that M is an arbitrary closed oriented Riemannian three-manifold. Fix a Spin-structure s on M and denote by / S the associated spinor bundle; also fix a U(1)-bundle L over M , a positive integer n ∈ N and an SU(n)-bundle E together with a connection B. Consider pairs (A, Ψ) ∈ A (L ) × Γ Hom(E, / S ⊗ L ) consisting of a connection A on L and an n-tuple of twisted spinors Ψ satisfying the SeibergWitten equations with n spinors:
The map µ here is given by
, which is identified with a 2-form on M in the same fashion as in the classical Seiberg-Witten theory. Moreover, if E is just the product bundle so that Ψ can be thought of as an n-tuple of spinors
. That is each summand in the last expression is the quadratic map appearing in the n = 1 Seiberg-Witten equations.
It is quite easy to see that there are just two possibilities for the moduli space of solutions of (7) to be non-compact: Either there is a sequence of solutions (A i , Ψ i ), which converges to a reducible solution or the sequence Ψ i L 2 diverges to +∞. With this in mind it is natural to blow-up (7), that is, to consider triples
The analytically difficult case is when ε = tan α → 0, since for α = 0 Equations (8) are no longer elliptic, albeit equivalent to an elliptic equation.
Theorem 9 ([HW15, Thm 1.5]). Let (A i , Ψ i , α i ) be a sequence of solutions of (8). If lim sup α i > 0, then after passing to a subsequence and up to gauge transformations (A i , Ψ i , α i ) converges smoothly to a limit (A, Ψ, α). If lim sup α i = 0, then after passing to a subsequence the following holds:
• There is a closed nowhere-dense subset
. |Ψ| extends to a Hölder continuous function on all of M and Z = |Ψ| −1 (0).
• On M \ Z, up to gauge transformations, A i converges weakly in W 
is the Uhlenbeck compactificationM 1,n ofM 1,n and the image of the origin is a singular point inM 1,n . For example, in the case n = 2 we haveM 1,2 = H/ ± 1.
It follows from (a slight modification of) Theorem 5 that the limit (A, Ψ, 0) appearing in Theorem 9 corresponds to a Fueter section of a bundle M with fiberM 1,n . More precisely, this means that (A, Ψ, 0) yields a pair (ψ, Z) such that
• Z is a closed nowhere dense subset of M ; • ψ is a Fueter section of M over M \ Z;
• |ψ| extends as a continuous function on all of M and Z = |ψ| −1 (0). Here | · | :M 1,n → R denotes the function induced by the Euclidean norm on H n . For example, for n = 2 pairs (ψ, Z) constitute Z/2-harmonic spinors studied in [Tau14] .
Let me consider the case n = 2 in some detail. Since M is three-dimensional and the singularity in H/ ± 1 is of codimension four one may naïvely hope that Z is empty at least generically. The following argument shows that this is not the case. Indeed, let (A, Ψ, 0) be a solution of (8) with n = 2. Assume Z is empty. The equation ΨΨ * = 1 2 |Ψ| 2 = 0 then implies that ker Ψ * is trivial, i.e., Ψ is an epimorphism everywhere. By dimensional reasons, Ψ must be an isomorphism. Hence,
, which implies that the determinant line bundle L 2 must be trivial, since E is an SU(2)-bundle. Thus, if the determinant line bundle is non-trivial, then Z can not be empty.
More generally, it can be shown that Z carries an extra structure (θ, or), which consists of the multiplicity function and an orientation in the case of smooth Z. This extra structure can be used to define the homology class [Z, θ, or] ∈ H 1 (M, Z). More details can be found in [Hay16] .
Theorem 11 ([Hay16])
. If (A, Ψ, 0) is a solution of (8) with n = 2 over M \ Z such that
This theorem immediately implies that there are restrictions on Z/2-harmonic spinors which can potentially appear as degenerations of the Seiberg-Witten monopoles with n = 2 (in the sense of Theorem 9) for a fixed choice of the determinant line bundle. For instance, an honest harmonic spinor with a finite zero locus, viewed as a Z/2-harmonic spinor, never appears as a degeneration of the Seiberg-Witten monopoles with n = 2 provided the determinant line bundle is non-trivial.
Compactness of the moduli space of G 2 instantons
In this section I describe the compactness problem for the moduli space of G 2 instantons as well as the rôle of Fueter sections in this problem.
Pick a compact Lie group K and a principal K-bundle P → Y . Recall that a connection A on P is said to be a G 2 instanton, if π 7 (F A ) = 0. As already mentioned in the introduction, G 2 instantons have a lot in common with flat connections on three-manifolds. However, while the moduli space of flat connections with a compact gauge group on a closed three-manifold is always compact, the moduli space of G 2 instantons does not need to have this property. This is explained in some details below.
Let A i be a sequence of G 2 instantons on P over a compact G 2 manifold Y . Then [Uhl82, Pri83,Nak88] there exists a subset M ⊂ Y of dimension at most 3 such that a subsequence of A i converges over Y \ M to a G 2 instanton (after applying gauge transformations if necessary). In general, the limiting instanton may have unremovable singularities over a subset of M and / or the set M may have singularities. However, for the purposes of this discussion I assume that M is a smooth submanifold of dimension three and the limiting G 2 instanton has no unremovable singularities. Then [Tia00] M is an associative submanifold of Y , i.e., by identifying Ω 0,1 (R 7 ; k) with C ∞ (R 3 ; Ω 1 (R 4 ; k)) and denote by F b the corresponding family of curvatures. To be more precise, we are interested only in those connections A, which decay sufficiently fast along normal fibres. In particular, b takes values in a subspaceΩ 1 (R 4 ; k) of 1-forms decaying at ∞ (see [Ito89] for details). Using the identification Ω 1,0 (R 7 ; k) ∼ = Ω 1 (R 3 ;Ω 0 (R 4 ; k)) and observing thatΩ 0 (R 4 ; k) is the Lie algebra of the based gauge groupĜ ⊂ Aut(K → R 4 ), the component a can be thought of as a connection on the trivial bundleĜ → R computation yields that A is a G 2 instanton with respect to g 0 if and only if
Here I j 's are complex structures onΩ 1 (R 4 ; k) inherited from R 4 and in the second equation the identification
the dilation along the normal fibres: (x, y) → (x, εy). Clearly, if A is a G 2 instanton with respect to g 0 , then A ε := ρ * ε A is a G 2 instanton with respect to g ε := ρ *
. Arguing along similar lines as above, we obtain that with A ε = a ε + b ε this is equivalent to
Clearly, if for some sequence of G 2 instantons A i developing a bubble along R 3 the rescaled sequence ρ * ε i
A i converges for a suitably chosen ε i → 0, then the limit A 0 = a 0 + b 0 is a solution of
To understand the meaning of (15), observe thatΩ 1 (R 4 ; k) can be viewed as an infinite dimensional hyperKähler manifold. Moreover, the action of the based gauge group preserves the hyperKähler structure and the corresponding moment map is given by b → F + b . Hence, (15) is a special case 2 of (4) with (M, G) = (Ω 1 (R 4 ; k),Ĝ). It is easy to see that Theorem 5 also holds in this infinite dimensional case and, hence, if the limit of the rescaled sequence of G 2 instantons developing a bubble along R The whole discussion can be generalized for an arbitrary smooth associative (compact) submanifold M of a G 2 manifold Y (details are spelled out in [Hay12] for the case of Spin(7)-manifolds). Namely, replace each fiber N m M ∼ = R 4 of the normal fiber bundle by the framed moduli space of anti-self-dual instantons over N m M to obtain a fiber bundle M → M . There is an intrinsic Fueter equation for sections of M and if appropriately rescaled sequence of G 2 instantons, which develops a bubble along M , converges, then the limit is a Fueter section.
At present there is no rigorous proof that the bubbles of G 2 instantons are indeed modelled on Fueter sections. However, Walpuski [Wal12] showed that a generic (in a suitable sense) Fueter section on an associative submanifold of a compact G 2 manifold can be deformed into a family of G 2 instantons, whose bubble is modeled on the initial Fueter section.
A relation between G 2 instantons and generalized SeibergWitten equations
The material of this section is mostly speculative. The main purpose is to describe the qualitative picture of the conjectural relation between G 2 instantons, Fueter sections, and generalized Seiberg-Witten monopoles. A quantitative version of this relation is an ongoing project with Walpuski; Details will be described elsewhere. Let M asd denote the framed moduli space of all anti-self-dual instantons on S 4 = R 4 ∪ {∞}. The action of R >0 on R 4 by dilations induces an R >0 -action on M asd . Since this action preserves all complex structures, the Fueter sections with values in M asd always come in oneparameter families. Hence, given a one-parameter family of metrics on a fixed three-manifold M we expect that Fueter sections with values in M asd appear generically for a finite number of metrics from this family.
The above means that for a generic G 2 metric (in a suitable sense) the moduli space of G 2 instantons is expected to consist of finitely many points. However in a one-parameter family g t of such metrics we expect to have finitely many metrics, for which one of the instantons may develop a bubble, become a Fueter section in the limit and die afterwards. Symmetrically, some G 2 instantons can be born out of a Fueter section. This is schematically depicted on Fig.1.   t=0 t=1 Figure 1 : Expected behaviour of G 2 instantons in one-parameter families.
The upshot of this discussion is that the algebraic number of G 2 instantons is not expected to be invariant with respect to deformations of the underlying G 2 structure. This was described in [DS11, Sect. 6.2] for the first time and a question about possible counterterm compensating vanishings and appearances of G 2 instantons was raised. Below I sketch an approach to the construction of such counterterm, which is based on generalized Seiberg-Witten equations rather than a non-linear spectral flow as originally suggested by Donaldson and Segal. A relation between G 2 instantons and generalized Seiberg-Witten equations is based on the observation that (conjecturally) the behavior of generalized Seiberg-Witten monopoles on a fixed three-manifold in a one-parameter family resembles Fig.1 . More precisely, in the setting of Section 3 for a generic metric on the background three-manifold M the moduli space of solutions of (7) should consist of finitely many isolated points. However, in a one-parameter family there should be a finite number of metrics, for which a generalized Seiberg-Witten monopole converges to a Fueter section and disappears afterwards or, symmetrically, a generalized Seiberg-Witten monopole can be born out of a Fueter section. This is schematically depicted on Putting these two pictures together, the following interplay between G 2 instantons and generalized Seiberg-Witten monopoles is expected. Let g t , t ∈ [0, 1], be a one-parameter family of G 2 metrics on a compact manifold Y . Assume A t , t ∈ [0, t 0 ), is a one-parameter family of G 2 instantons, which develops a bubble at t = t 0 along an associative submanifold M, g t 0 | M ⊂ (Y, g t 0 ) and converges to a Fueter section on M with values in M asd . This Fueter section gives birth to a one-parameter family of generalized Seiberg-Witten monopoles on M for t > t 0 (see Fig.3 below) . Of course, we should also have a symmetric process, in which a family of generalized Seiberg-Witten monopoles degenerates to a Fueter section and gives birth to G 2 instantons. This suggests that in order to construct an invariant out of G 2 instantons, which would remain constant along one-parameter families of G 2 metrics, one has to take generalized SeibergWitten monopoles on associative submanifolds into account. More precisely, for a bundle E → Y such an invariant (if exists) should be schematically of the form
where [A] is the gauge equivalence class of G 2 instantons, M ⊂ Y is an associative submanifold and w is a weight. In particular, w([A], ∅, g) = ±1 and for M = ∅ the corresponding weight should be constructed by counting certain generalized Seiberg-Witten monopoles. The simplest example of such monopoles is (7).
It is clear that the picture outlined above may be very rough approximation to reality because, for example, M does not need to be smooth in general or in a one-parameter family of G 2 metrics corresponding associative submanifolds can undergo a geometric transition and apriori it is not clear whether (16) remains invariant under such transitions. Recently Joyce [Joy16] pointed out that it is not even clear whether a counter-term to the count of G 2 instantons can be defined in terms of counting associative submanifolds with some weights. While it is not clear indeed, the argument in [Joy16] uses implicitly a hypothesis that (in the simplest case) Z/2-harmonic spinors behave like honest harmonic spinors. The authors feeling is that this may not be the case. In any case the question to which extend the known facts for honest harmonic spinors apply also to Z/2-harmonic spinors requires further studies.
Some open questions
The purpose of this section is to gather some open questions related to the content of the preceding sections.
One broad question related to Theorem 9 is the following: Which pairs (ψ, Z) can be realized as degenerations of the Seiberg-Witten monopoles with two spinors (more generally, with n spinors)? As already mentioned at the end of Section 3, not every harmonic Z/2-spinor can appear as a degeneration of the Seiberg-Witten monopoles with two spinors at least if the determinant line bundle is fixed. The above question includes in particular the following.
Question 17. What can be said about the regularity of Z?
If ψ is an honest harmonic spinor, then the nodal set ψ −1 (0) is known to be countably rectifiable [Bär97] in the sense that it is contained in the countable union of the images of Lipschitz maps R → M . In particular, the Hausdorff dimension of the nodal set is at most one. For Z/2-harmonic spinors a known variant of this [Tau14] is that Z contains an open everywhere dense subset, which is a Lipschitz submanifold of M . Taubes also proves that the Hausdorff dimension of Z is at most one. However the question whether Z is rectifiable remains open. It is also not known whether the one dimensional Hausdorff measure of Z is finite.
If the determinant line bundle is trivial then the argument presented at the end of Section 3 does not apply and we can ask the following question. This question seems to be particularly relevant for the relation with the G 2 instantons. Indeed, assume a sequence of G 2 instantons developing a bubble along an associative submanifold converges to a Fueter section ψ with values inM 1,2 = H/ ± 1, i.e., ψ is a Z/2-harmonic spinor. Then ψ may hit the singularity in H/ ± 1 at some points but there are no reasons to expect that the preimage of the singular point determines a non-trivial homology class. Hence, it seems reasonable to expect that only the solutions (A, Ψ, 0) with the trivial class [Z, θ, or] are relevant for the relation with G 2 instantons. If Z could be assumed to be empty generically (both in the case of the Seiberg-Witten monopoles and G 2 instantons), this would simplify a lot technical work needed to be done to prove the relation. If n > 2, then a variant of Theorem 11 can be obtained as follows. Let (A, Ψ, 0) be a solution of (8) over M \ Z. It is convenient to choose a topological trivialization of E thus identifying E with the product bundle C n (a trivialization exists since the base manifold is three-dimensional). The equation µ(Ψ) = 0 implies that Ψ is an epimorphism over M \ Z. Thus we obtain a map
If Φ 0 admits an extension to a map defined on all of M , then one can still define (θ, or) on Z so that the class [Z, θ, or] ∈ H 1 (M, Z) is well-defined.
Question 19. Does the map Φ 0 extend to a continuous map on all of M for any solution (A, Ψ, 0) of (8) over M \ Z?
